
ave you heard of the Eco Challenge?  It’s a non-stop team race over hundreds of 

miles of backcountry terrain that usually consists of trekking, climbing, paddling, 

biking and more.  I remember watching the Eco Challenge on TV when I was a kid. 

I dreamed of competing in one knowing that I could complete all the challenges.   

Fast forward many years, and I was surprised to see a show pop up about this race, and 

I…had…to…watch! 

Again, I found myself daydreaming about participating in one of these races, but this time 

was a little different.  Instead of thinking I could complete the challenges, I thought, “could 

I”?    

The interesting thing about the show that I love is seeing the underdogs push ahead 

through the difficulty of the challenges. I felt saddened to see teams drop out after trying so 

hard to complete the race.  This year, I noticed a common theme among the teams that 

dropped out. There was a constant reassurance that they had tried their hardest and 

competed in the toughest race of their lifetime.  

My takeaway is this:  How often do we quit before we even get started?  How often do we 

try our hardest even though the odds are against us?  

Questions 

What is the most difficult thing you have ever done?   

Have you ever tried something that didn’t work out? What did you learn from that 

experience?  

Psalm 16:8 I have set the Lord always before me; because he is at my right hand, I shall 

not be shaken.  

Success is not just measured in whether one succeeds or not but is often measured in our 

efforts.  

When we try our hardest and fall short, we don’t just get an “E” for effort.  We get a “G” for 

grit and a “D” for determination. We get a “P” for perseverance and an “A” for amazing. We 

have and we will continue to face difficult challenges.  Remember to give it your all.     

IF YOU CAN’T FLY THEN RUN, IF YOU CAN’T RUN THEN WALK, 

IF YOU CAN’T WALK THEN CRAWL, BUT WHATEVER YOU DO 

YOU HAVE TO KEEP MOVING FORWARD 

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.  
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